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Cornea and External Eye Disease: Corneal Allotransplantation, Allergic Disease and Trachoma (Essentials in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2008

	The second volume covers a broad range of conjunctival

	and corneal diseases, again with particular

	emphasis being placed on problem management.





	Various new surgical approaches are currently

	being evaluated in the clinical setting, an example

	of which is posterior lamellar keratoplasty in

	Fuchs endothelial...
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Telomeres and Telomerase in Aging, Disease, and Cancer: Molecular Mechanisms of Adult Stem Cell AgeingSpringer, 2007

	Telomere shortening represents one of the basic aspects of ageing and telomere dysfunction could contribute to the accumulation of DNA damage during ageing. This book summarizes evidence and data indicating that telomere dysfunction influences human ageing, diseases and cancer. The book describes our current knowledge on checkpoints that...
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Vaccinia Virus and Poxvirology: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	A comprehensive collection of cutting-edge methods to study and work with the vaccinia virus and other poxvirus gene transcriptions. These readily reproducible techniques can be used for the construction and characterization of recombinant viruses; for the study of poxvirus gene transcription and DNA replication; for the investigation of the...
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Strained Hydrocarbons: Beyond the van't Hoff and Le Bel HypothesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In clearly structured chapters, this book covers the fascinating world of hydrocarbons, providing an insight into the fundamental principles of chemistry. The monograph covers modern aspects of the topic, such as carbon nanotubes, molecular flask inclusion, and fullerenes, with new synthetic procedures for the build up of the structural lattice...
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Biochemistry of Signal Transduction and RegulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	This book has originated from lectures on regulation and signal transduction that are

	offered to students of biochemistry, biology and chemistry at the University of Bayreuth.

	The idea to write a book on signal transduction was born during the preparations

	of these lectures where I realized that it is extremely difficult to achieve...
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RabiesAcademic Press, 2002

	Rabies offers a complete account of one of the oldest known diseases threatening public health today. Unlike most research-oriented descriptions of rabies, this book provides a narrative about the disease and its etiologic agent, encompassing the historical background to recent developments. The emphasis on the basic biology and...
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Molecular Markers of Brain Tumor Cells: Implications for Diagnosis, Prognosis and Anti-Neoplastic Biological TherapySpringer, 2004

	Childhood brain tumors are a diverse group of diseases characterized by the abnormal growth of tissue contained within the skull. Other than leukemia and lymphoma, brain tumors are the most common type of neoplasms that occur in children. The leading cause of death from childhood neoplasms among persons up to 19 years is brain tumors. As...
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Biomarkers in Breast Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2005

	Expert laboratory and clinical researchers from around the world review how to design and evaluate studies of tumor markers and examine their use in breast cancer patients. The authors cover both the major advances in sophisticated molecular methods and the state-of-the-art in conventional prognostic and predictive indicators. Among the...
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The Sentinel Lymph Node ConceptSpringer, 2004
Br J Surg (2005) 92 (4) p. 495: "This is a book not only for surgeons but also for other specialists for whom regional tumour growth has implications for treatment. The whole spectrum...is fully covered in 33 chapters. I can wholeheartedly recommend this book to those whose practice requires the diagnosis and treatment of locoregional...
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Drinking Water and Infectious Disease: Establishing the LinksCRC Press, 2002

	There still exists considerable uncertainty in many countries about the contribution of drinking water to sporadic cases of disease. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), in cooperation with the World Health Organization (WHO), led the Workshop on Molecular Technologies for Safe Drinking Water in 1998 to address...
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Essentials of Computational Chemistry: Theories and ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Essentials of Computational Chemistry provides a balanced introduction to this dynamic subject.  Suitable for both experimentalists and theorists, a wide range of samples and applications are included drawn from all key areas.  The book carefully leads the reader thorough the necessary equations providing information explanations...
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Microarrays in Clinical Diagnostics (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005


	Within the last decade, microarray technology has evolved from an emerging

	technology developed and used by a few laboratories into a well-established

	technology used in laboratories all over the world. In fact, the need to

	characterize genetic alterations is one of the highest priorities for the future of

	medicine and the...
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